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Agenda

● Canvas Test Banks - Pros and Cons
● Copying and moving questions - I can do that?
● What are my options?
● Getting creative 



Canvas Test Banks

Pros
● Create test banks based on objectives(including SLOs) with multiple 

questions of similar difficulty to pull from.
● Create test banks that represent different versions of tests to randomize 

the order the questions appear if you would like your questions to be 
static. 

● Blend the two suggestions above together since you can add the test 
banks to your quiz in any order. 

● If you need to modify or fix a question, you can do so in the question 
bank without having to modify your actual test. 

● Write questions in your Sandbox’s Question Banks and link to these 
from your semester courses. 



Canvas Test Banks

Cons

● Copying a test from one course to the next does not maintain the bank link 
unless your banks are kept in your Sandbox or another Master Course. 

● Each question must be of one question type, so some creative solutions are 
necessary. 

● Need to remember to activate bookmark on a question bank so you can see it 
while in another course when adding banks to a quiz. 



Copying and moving questions - I can do that?

● Move multiple questions - 
○ Click on “move multiple questions” on the right hand side menu.
○ Select the questions you wish to move.

■ Note: Though it says you can move/copy multiple questions it only lets you move 
questions here. There is another way to copy questions. 

○ Select the question bank you wish to move the questions to or create a new question bank. If 
you wish to create a new question bank, you will be prompted to enter the new name before 
your move your questions. 

● Move/copy individual questions to another bank - 
○ Click move/copy on the individual question you want to move.
○ Follow the steps above. 
○ You will see a checked box noting a copy of this question will be left in the current question 

bank as well. Uncheck if you wish to move it only.



Copying questions - part II

● Copy questions into the same bank - 
○ To do this we need to go into the html editor 

■ Why? It keeps any formatting you have and it keeps objects such as equations, pictures, 
tables in place whereas the design view copying does not. 

○ Click the pencil in the upper right corner of the question
○ Under the question box click on “</>”. This will take you to the html editor. 

■ There are two html editors. The first one is called the pretty html editor. The second is 
the raw html editor. I prefer to copy directly from the raw html editor, but either is fine. 

○ Highlight all the text and hold the ctrl button and the c button. This copies the text for you.
○ Click on “</>” again to take you back to the rich text editor
○ Click “cancel”. 

■ This step is important especially if you are worried that you might have accidentally 
changed the original question in some way.



Copying questions - part II

● Copy questions into the same bank - continued
○ Click “Add a Question”
○ Scroll down to the new question and click on “</>”.
○ Hold the ctrl button and v to paste the copied question.
○ Click on the “</>”.
○ Edit your new question to reflect any updates. 

■ Note: when adding a new question, the question type automatically reverts to “Multiple 
Choice” so make sure you select the correct question type. 

○ Click Update Question.
○ You can repeat this process for as many variations of the same type of question as you like.

● If you have a question with multiple or complex answers and you do not wish 
to rewrite all the answers, it would be best to use the Move/Copy feature 
shown on slide 5. More on this later.



What are my options?
● True/False and multiple choice
● Fill in the blank and Fill in Multiple Blanks
● Multiple Drop Down
● Formula
● Numerical
● Matching
● Multiple Answer
● Essay
● File Upload Question



True/False and Multiple Choice - 
● Can insert media, tables, 

images, etc. 
● For T/F questions you can 

enter comments based on 
correct or incorrect 
answers as well as 
general comments. 

Shortcomings:
● Choices are static. You can 

make the question more 
dynamic by choosing “Shuffle 
Answers” under the Quiz 
Options, but this affects all of 
the questions on the test.



For quick feedback to students, add 
in comments for each answer or 
general comments for the question. 



Fill in the blank and Fill in Multiple Blanks - 
● Great for multi-part 

questions.

Shortcomings:

● Typed answer must 
match exactly. 

○ 0.1 is not the same 
as .1

○ Must think of all 
variations.

○ Case sensitive
● Too many fill-in the blank 

in one question can 
sometimes cause the 
answer links to break.



Multiple Drop Down - 
Good for questions 
where you want a 
sentence completed.



Formula -  
● Allows for randomization of values.
● Create multiple version with different value range.

Shortcomings:
● Only accepts one 

numerical answer.
● Can’t use randomized 

inputs to create a 
randomized output in the 
question. 

● Can’t force “pretty” 
questions. 

● Decimal point display is 
not the same as rounding 
to that decimal place. 

● True rounding using a 
function only rounds to a 
whole number.



Formula - 
● Has a “Need help?” menu built into 

the question that has a list of useful 
functions for all levels of math. 



Numerical - 
● Accepts all forms of the equivalent answer. 
● Can build in a margin of error for an exact answer.
● Can accept an answer in a range of values.
● Can check for precision in an answer.

Shortcomings:

● Will only accept one numerical answer. 



Matching -
 

Shortcomings:
● The answer 

boxes only 
allow text.



Matching -
Can create a table that uses 
special characters in the the 
directions and letter/number 
combinations for the matching 
part. 



Multiple Answers -
 Great for concept 

questions.

Answer options use the 
text editor so equations 
and pictures can be 
used.



Essay -  

Essay questions allow for use of the equation editor

Shortcoming:
● Remains ungraded 

until your review it.

● Great for question 
types where there is a 
non-numerical answer.

● Great for questions 
where the “text entry” 
option doesn’t allow for 
complexity of the 
answer.

● Great for questions 
where you want them to 
explain their steps and 
symbols are involved. 



Essay -  

In addition to the equation editor, 
you can have students insert 
media, embed a YouTube video, 
insert a table and more. 



Essay -  
Essay questions also allow for students to lock in an answer 
before submission of the test.

● Good for a proctored 
test where work will be 
turned in after the test 
is submitted. 



File Upload Question - 
Allow students to upload files of all types. Example: Reflection Question

Shortcomings:
● Can’t specify 

file type like an 
upload 
assignment.

● Can’t upload 
multiple files. 



File Upload Question - 

< File upload will appear here when viewed in speed graded. 



Getting Creative
Let’s write a few questions together. Suggestions? 



Thank you for coming!
Now, let’s get some question 

writing done.
Please fill out the survey when you have a moment.

https://forms.gle/FJZwMdA6GCPqLxPbA

https://forms.gle/FJZwMdA6GCPqLxPbA

